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Abstract
Planning and acting in a dynamic environment re-
quire distinguishing controllable and contingent
events and checking the dynamic controllability of
plans. Known procedures for testing the dynamic
controllability assume that all contingent events are
observable.
Often this assumption does not hold. We consider
here the general case of networks with invisible as
well as observable contingent points. We propose
a first procedure for testing their dynamic control-
lability. Further, we define an algorithm for choos-
ing among the observable contingent points which
to observe with additional sensing actions, such as
to make a plan dynamically controllable. We show
how these procedures can be incrementally inte-
grated into a constraint-based temporal planner.

1 Introduction
The issue of controllable vs contingent events in temporal

reasoning problems has been recognized for some time. It
triggered a long line of research that matured recently into
scalable consistency and controllability checking algorithms.

A controllable timepoint is a free variable that can be set
by the agent to meet its constraints. A contingent timepoint
refers to an event not under the agent control; it is a ran-
dom variable whose value is observed when that event occurs.
Constraints on contingent points express knowledge about the
possible range of these random variables. A Simple Tempo-
ral Network with Uncertainty (STNU) extends the usual STN
model to handle both types of points. An STNU is Dynami-
cally Controllable (DC, or controllable for short) if there is an
execution strategy that allows to set values to future control-
lable points, given the observation of past contingent points.

Results and algorithms developed for STNUs rely on the
assumption that all contingent points are observable. In many
cases this assumption is questionable. Contingent points re-
sult from the proper dynamics of the world. The agent can
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Figure 1: This simple example illustrates dynamic controlla-
bility: the STNU is controllable only if the event Wife Driving
is observed. This observation may require sensing actions.

make enough prediction about this dynamics to plan its activ-
ity. However, it may or may not be able to observe precisely
the occurrence of the predicted contingent points. It may have
to deal with events whose moments of occurrence are invisi-
ble. For instance, synchronizing one’s activity with a distant
partner may involve timepoints that are invisible (Figure 1).
Further, there may be contingent points that remain observ-
able, but that are hidden unless specific actions are taken.
This is essential for planning in a dynamic domain. Given the
planned activity with respect to a predicted contingent evolu-
tion of the environment, the agent has to decide what it needs
to observe to make its plan controllable and what observation
actions are consistent with its activity.

The focus of this paper is not on planning per se, but on the
controllability of Partially Observable STNUs (POSTNUs).
We propose the following contributions:
• We partition contingent points into invisible and observ-

able ones. We define a procedure called PODC that maps
a POSTNU into an equivalent STNU, and demonstrate that
when the latter is DC then the POSTNU is also DC with
respect to its observable points. To our knowledge, PODC
is the first DC-checking algorithm for POSTNUs.

• We further partition the observable timepoints into visible
and hidden ones, the latter require observation actions to
become visible to the agent (Figure 4). We define an al-
gorithm called NEEDEDOBS for choosing among the hid-
den points what to observe to make the POSTNU control-
lable. NEEDEDOBS relies on PODC and on an edge label-
ing mechanism whose main property is proved. We report
on the performance of PODC and NEEDEDOBS.



• We show how the above two procedures can be used incre-
mentally in temporal planning and illustrate their integra-
tion into a constraint-based temporal planner.

These three issues are covered respectively in Sections 3, 4
and 5, preceded by a discussion of the state of the art.

2 Related Work
Barták et al. [2014] survey the state of the art in tempo-
ral networks. STNUs were introduced by Vidal and Ghal-
lab [1996]. Strong, weak and dynamic controllability cases
were analyzed by Vidal and Fargier [1999]. Algorithms for
strong and weak controllability were proposed by Cimatti et
al. [2012a; 2012b]. State space planning with strong control-
lability is studied by Cimatti et al. [2015]. Several extensions
of the STNU model have been proposed, e.g., with condi-
tions and disjunctions [Cimatti et al., 2014; Hunsberger et al.,
2015].

A polynomial algorithm for the dynamic controllability of
STNUs was proposed by Morris et al. [2001], improved by
Morris and Muscettola [2005], Morris [2014] and Hunsberger
[2015]. The latter two algorithms runs in O(n3). An imple-
mentation of [Morris, 2014] supports our results.

Incremental algorithms for checking the dynamic con-
trollability of STNUs have been introduced by Stedl and
Williams [2005] and Shah et al. [2007]. They have been im-
proved by Nilsson et al. [2013; 2014]; their latest version runs
in O(n3).

Dynamic execution strategies for triggering online control-
lable points in a DC STNU are studied by Tsamardinos et al.
[1998] and Morris [2014].

Partially Observable STNUs (POSTNU) were introduced
by Moffitt [2007] together with an incomplete filtering algo-
rithm. If that filter returns an affirmative output then its input
POSTNU is not DC, otherwise there is no guarantee that the
network is dynamically controllable. To our knowledge, no
other work covers Partially Observable STNUs.

3 Checking the controllability of a POSTNU
3.1 Background
An STNU extends an STN with controllable and contingent
nodes. It has two types of links:

• requirement links, denoted A [l,u]−−→ B, specify that point B
can be chosen anywhere in the interval [A+ l, A+ u].

• contingent links, A [l′,u′]
===⇒ C, say that contingent node C

will occur at a random point in [A+ l′, A+ u′].
An STNU is Controllable (DC for short)1 if there is an ex-

ecution strategy that chooses future controllable points given
the observation of past contingent ones, while meeting all the
constraints. A necessary but not sufficient condition for con-
trollability requires the network to be consistent and the mini-
mal consistent network should not reduce any contingent link.

A labeled distance graph representation is convenient for
checking the controllability of STNUs. We use it in the rest

1Unless stated otherwise, controllable refers to dynamic control-
lability.

Conditions Added constraint
A B:x←−− C y←− D A B:(x+y)←−−−−− D
A x←− C c:y←−− D, x < 0 A x+y←−−− D
A B:x←−− C c:y←−− D, x < 0, B 6= C A B:(x+y)←−−−−− D
A x←− C y←− D A x+y←−−− D
B b:x←−− A B:z←−− C, z ≥ −x A z←− C

Table 1: Constraint propagation rules in an STNU

of this paper. It relies on transforming the STNU network
into a labeled multigraph obtained as follows. Each require-
ment link A [x,y]−−−→ B is replaced by two edges A y−→ B and
A −x←−− B. A contingent link A [x,y]

==⇒ B is replaced by four
edges: the same two edges as for a controllable link, and two
labelled edges A b:x−−→ B and A B:−y←−−− B, called lower-case
and upper-case edges, referring respectively to the lower and
upper bound values of the contingent link.

A labeled distance graph can be used to compute distances
between nodes, as in a distance graph of an ordinary STN.
The latter is consistent if and only if its distance graph does
not contain a negative cycle. Specific propagation rules (Ta-
ble 1) have been devised for labelled distance edges to pro-
vide a similar property: an STNU is controllable iff it does not
have a so-called semi-reducible negative cycle obtained with
these constraint propagation rules [Morris, 2014]. Procedure
DC-CHECK takes as input an STNU; it propagates these con-
straints with a Dijkstra-like algorithm; it returns true when no
such a negative cycle is found, which entails a DC STNU.

3.2 Transforming a POSTNU into an STNU
A POSTNU is an STNU where contingent events are parti-
tioned into observable and invisible events.

Definition 1. A POSTNU is a tuple Ω = (XC , XI , XO, C)
where:
• XC is a set of controllable timepoints;
• XI is a set of invisible contingent events;
• XO is a set of observable contingent events;
• C is a set of requirement and contingent links.

A POSTNU is controllable if there exists an execution
strategy that chooses future controllable points given the ob-
servation of past observable points. If there is no invisible
event, then a POSTNU is simply an STNU. If there is no ob-
servable event, then a POSTNU is DC iff the corresponding
STNU is strongly controllable, i.e., there are values of XC

that meet all the constraints regardless of the values of XI .

Conditions Added constraint
A B:x←−− B y←− C A x+y←−−− C
A B:x←−− B C:y←−− C A C:x+y←−−−− C
A x←− B b:y←−− C A x+y←−−− C
A a:x←−− B b:y←−− C A a:x+y←−−−− C

Table 2: Added constraints due to an invisible point B.



In order to check the controllability of POSTNU we map
it into an STNU. The mapping removes invisible nodes and
adds constraints on controllable and observable points, as
specified in Table 2. The controllability of the resulting STNU
is then checked.

This is performed by procedure PODC (Figure 2). For
every invisible node xI , it propagates the constraints in Ta-
ble 2 (PROPAGATEINVISIBLE) and it removes all edges to
and from xI (REMOVEEDGES). At that point (XC , XO, C

′)
is an STNU whose controllability is tested with DC-CHECK.

PODC(XC , XI , XO, C)
C ′ ← C
for each xI ∈ XI do

C ′ ← PROPAGATEINVISIBLE(C ′, xI)
C ′ ← REMOVEEDGES(C ′, xI)

return DC-CHECK(XC , XO, C
′)

Figure 2: Maps a POSTNU into a fully observable STNU
whose controllability is tested with DC-CHECK.

Proposition 1. If PODC(Ω) returns true, then the POSTNU
Ω = (XC , XO, XI , C) is dynamically controllable.

Proof. Consider an invisible timepoint B with an incoming
contingent link A [l,u]

==⇒ B (i.e., A b:l−→ B and A B:−u←−−− B in
the labeled distance graph). B cannot be the target of more
than one contingent link, otherwise the network is not DC.
There are three possible constraints that may involve B:
• B is the target of a requirement edge B −y←−− C, which

says “C must occur at least y time units after B”. The
first rule in Table 2 adds the edge C −y−u←−−−− A. This edge
dominates the original one: a minimum delay of at least
y will be maintained between B and C regardless of the
outcome of the contingent link A⇒ B.

• B is the source of a requirement edgeB x−→ C, which says
“C should occur at most x time units after B”. The third
rule in Table 2 introduces an edge A x+l−−→ C. The original
edge is dominated by this edge: a maximum delay of x is
enforced betweenB andC regardless of the outcome of the
contingent link A⇒ B.

• B is the source of a contingent link B [x,y]
==⇒ C, giving two

edges B c:x−−→ C and B C:−y←−−− C. The second and fourth
rules in Table 2 add the edges A c:x+l−−−→ C and A C:−y−l←−−−−−
C. These merge the two contingent linksA⇒ B ⇒ C into
one, ignoring B as an intermediary point. They dominate
the original ones as they are less informative.
Consequently, any edge involving B in the original

POSTNU is dominated by an edge introduced by the rules in
Table 2. All those edges to and from B can thus be removed
from the STNU without relaxing the problem.

The converse of Proposition 1 does not hold in general,
since the transformation of PODC is conservative on some
POSTNUs. An example of such network is given in Figure 3.
This network has a chained contingency: there is a contin-
gent timepoint B that is at the center of a contingent chain

A B

C

D
[0, 2]

[2, 2]

[5, 5
]

Figure 3: A POSTNU where PODC is too conservative. The
network is controllable even if B is invisible: just schedule D
3 units after C. Here, B is indirectly observable through C.

A ⇒ B ⇒ C and is involved in an additional contingent or
requirement link with another timepoint D.

The converse of Proposition 1 holds for a POSTNU with-
out chained contingencies. Let us focus on this class of net-
works; we discuss later why it is relevant in planning.

Proposition 2. A POSTNU Ω with no chained contingencies
is controllable if and only if PODC(Ω) holds.

Proof (sketch). It is sufficient to show that, for given contin-
gent point B, either (i) no indirect information can be gath-
ered on B after its occurrence; or (ii) such information is use-
less since B is not involved in any requirement link.

The complexity of PODC is in O(n3) for a network of n
nodes: the for iteration is in O(|XI | × |C|) dominated by the
DC-CHECK step of cubic complexity.

4 Finding what to observe in a POSTNU
We partitioned contingent events into invisible and observ-
able ones. However, an observable event may or may not be
visible to an agent depending on, e.g., its location, the setting
of its sensors or its concurrent activity. The agent may need
to perform specific actions to perceive observable events.

Given a plan π, we further partition the set of observable
contingent events XO into two subsets (Figure 4):
• XV (π): events whose occurrence will always be visible to

the agent, e.g., when the phone in my pocket rings;
• XH(π): events that are normally hidden, they become vis-

ible if specific actions are added to π, e.g., to observe that
the water boils I need to be close and pay attention to it.

Contingent


Invisible

Observable
{

Visible
Hidden

Figure 4: Classes of contingent points.

Contingent events in a plan π are: XI ∪XV (π) ∪XH(π).
Invisible events are intrinsic to a domain model, which has no
means to observe them. However, the partition of observable
events depends on the specification of a planning problem as
well as on the particular plan for that problem: an event ini-
tially in XH migrates to XV iff the actions needed to observe
it are added to π. To make a plan controllable, an agent may
need to perform additional sensing actions.



4.1 Needed Observations
Let Ωπ = (XC , XI , XV (π), XH(π), C) be a POSTNU with-
out chained contingencies corresponding to a plan π. XV (π)
are the events initially specified as visible and those hidden
that become visible because of the activity already planned in
π. Ωπ can be in one of the following three cases:

(1) PODC(XC , XI , XV (π)∪XH(π), C) is false: π cannot
be made controllable even if all XH(π) is observed.

(2) PODC(XC , XI ∪XH(π), XV (π), C) is true: π is con-
trollable without any additional observation.

(3) Otherwise additional observation actions of events in
XH(π) may make π controllable.

The third case requires identifying in XH events whose
observation makes the augmented plan controllable. This is
performed with procedure NEEDEDOBS (Figure 5), which
searches a space of subsets of XH . A path in the search tree
corresponds to a set of events to move from the initial XH

to XV . A search state is expanded by nondeterministically
choosing an event x to observe in a set of candidates. This is a
backtrack point, but the order in which the candidates are ex-
amined is irrelevant. The search fails when no candidates can
be found in XH . It succeeds in finding a set of observations,
minimal in the set inclusion sense, that make the network DC.

NEEDEDOBS(XC , XI , XV , XH , C)
if PODC(XC , XI ∪XH , XV , C) then return ∅
Σ← OBSCANDIDATES(XH )
if Σ = ∅ then return failure
x← NONDETERMINISTICALLYCHOOSE(Σ)
σ ← NEEDEDOBS(XC , XI , XV ∪ {x}, XH \ {x}, C)
if σ = failure then return failure
else return {x} ∪ σ

Figure 5: Finding a set of observations to make a Partially
Observable STNU Dynamically Controllable

OBSCANDIDATES is a key function in NEEDEDOBS: it
selects a subset of XH whose observation might render the
POSTNU controllable. A naive version would simply try all
possibly hidden events. Let us discuss how to find a focused
set of candidates.

4.2 Finding relevant candidates for observation
The key insight to focus the search is to analyze what makes
a given POSTNU not DC. We first remark that the transfor-
mations in Table 2 simply make sure that the network stays
consistent regardless of whether an invisible node occurs at
its earliest or at its latest. More specifically, the first and sec-
ond rules propagate the upper-case edges, while the last two
rules propagate the lower-case edges of the invisible node.

We say that an edge e enforces the upper bound of a in-
visible point B if it was either: (i) introduced by the first or
second rule of Table 2 with B as an invisible point; or (ii) de-
rived through constraint propagation from an edge enforcing
the upper bound of B. Similarly for the lower bounds with
respect to the last two rules. We say that an invisible point is

enforced by a sequence of edges if at least one edge of the
sequence enforces that point.

We make this information explicit in the network by label-
ing all edges with the set of points they enforce. For instance,
if an edge is labeled with the set {A,B,B}, it means it en-
forces the upper bounds ofA andB (notedA andB), and the
lower bound of B (noted B).

Procedure PODC is extended to initialize these labels. Ta-
ble 3 shows the extended transformations with the additional
labels (in red). For an invisible event B, the added constraint
inherits the label of the two constraints it originates from (the
sets U and V ) and has an additional projection B (resp. B) if
it enforces the lower (resp. upper) bound of B.

Conditions Added constraint
A B:x, U←−−−− B y, V←−−− C A x+y, U∪V ∪{B}←−−−−−−−−−− C
A B:x, U←−−−− B C:y, V←−−−− C A C:x+y, U∪V ∪{B}←−−−−−−−−−−−− C
A x, U←−−− B b:y, V←−−−− C A x+y, U∪V ∪{B}←−−−−−−−−−− C
A a:x, U←−−−− B b:y, V←−−−− C A c:x+y, U∪V ∪{B}←−−−−−−−−−−− C

Table 3: Added constraints due to an invisible point B, with
the labels propagated to track the points enforced by edges.

We also extend the classical STNU reduction rules of Ta-
ble 1 as follow: if a reduction is triggered that produces an
edge e3 from two edges e1 and e2, then e3 is annotated with
the labels of both e1 and e2. Let ϕ be an STNU issued from
the transformation by Table 3 of a POSTNU. If ϕ is not DC
then it necessarily has a “culprit” sequence of edges (a semi-
reducible negative cycle). This sequence, denoted ϕCulprit, en-
forces invisible and hidden nodes in XI and XH ; in the latter
case it can give us observation candidates.

Proposition 3. Let Ω = (XC , XI , XV , XH , C) be
a POSTNU without chained contingencies such that
PODC(XC , XI ∪ XH , XV , C) is false, and ϕ be the cor-
responding STNU. If there is a sequence ϕCulprit that enforces
both the upper and lower bounds of events in XH , then the
observation of at least one such event is needed to make Ω
controllable. Otherwise Ω cannot be made controllable.

Proof. Making Ω controllable requires a change in ϕ in or-
der to remove ϕCulprit. The only allowed changes result from
observing events in XH . Observing an event A means that
edges labeled with A or A (and only those) won’t be intro-
duced in ϕ. Since the only edges that can be removed are the
ones labeled with a node in XH , then if there is none (ϕCulprit
enforces only nodes in XI ) ϕ remains non DC regardless of
additional observations. Otherwise the observation of at least
one event in XH enforced by the sequence ϕCulprit is needed.

Let ϕ′ be a partial projection of ϕ defined as follows: for
every contingent link A [l,u]

==⇒ B where B has its lower (resp.
upper) and only its lower (resp. upper) bound enforced by
ϕCulprit, we replace in ϕ′ this link by a new link A [l,l]

==⇒ B

(resp. A [u,u]
==⇒ B). ϕ′ is essentially a version of ϕ where the

duration of all contingent links with only one bound enforced
by ϕCulprit is known in advance.
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Figure 6: (a) A POSTNU with two contingent points B and
C; its labelled distance graph (where requirement edges are
omitted for clarity) in different observability cases: (b) both
B and C are observable, (c) B is invisible, (d) C is invisible,
(e) both B or C are invisible.

The main feature of ϕ′ is that it contains all edges of
ϕCulprit, making ϕ′ not DC. In ϕ′, complete knowledge of
events with just one enforced bound is not sufficient to re-
move the inconsistent sequence. Consequently, removing the
inconsistency requires at least one event with its two bounds
participating in ϕCulprit to be observed.

The OBSCANDIDATES function returns ∅ when there is a
sequence ϕCulprit (obtained when PODC is false) which does
not enforce the upper and lower bounds of a node in XH .
Otherwise it returns all such nodes.

Figure 6(e) gives an example of such an inconsistent net-
work. It was built by applying PODC to the network of Fig-
ure 6(a) with B and C marked invisible. The edge A 2, CB−−−−→
D states that the lower bounds of both B and C require a de-
lay from A to D of at most 2. The edge A −4, CB←−−−−− D states
that the upper bounds of both B and C require a delay from
A to D of at least 4. These two edges will be detected as a
culprit cycle that enforces both the lower and upper bounds
of B and C. To make the network controllable, at least one of
B or C must be observed. This would result in the STNUs of
either Figures 6(c) and 6(d) which are both controllable.2

Figure 7 shows an empirical evaluation of the performance
of NEEDEDOBS on randomly generated POSTNUs corre-
sponding to typical planning domains with a few hundred
nodes and up to 200 contingent events.3 The labeling tech-
nique speeds up the search by several orders of magnitude
over the naı̈ve approach. Indeed, NEEDEDOBS required on
average 5 iterations, and as many calls to DC-CHECK, to find
a minimal set of observations. Even on large networks, this
number never exceeded 13.

2Note that the network in Figure 6 has no chained contingencies.
3All tests were run on an Intel i7 processor with 4 GB RAM.
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Figure 7: NEEDEDOBS runtime distribution on 2264 random
networks of 32 to 311 events in total, requiring 1 to 4 obser-
vations to be DC (median, first and third quartiles, max and
min); dashed line: gives the unfocused search median run-
time.

5 Planning with a POSTNU
Our proposed approach and procedures PODC and NEEDE-
DOBS can be integrated incrementally into a temporal plan-
ner. Let us describe how this was done with FAPE [Dvořák et
al., 2014], a constraint-based hierarchical temporal planner
for the ANML language of Smith et al. [2008].

FAPE searches a space of partial plans by fixing flaws in a
current partial plan until no flaw remains. Flaw are for exam-
ple unachieved goals, unrefined tasks or threads to the consis-
tency or causal relations of the plan.

To handle POSTNUs we need a way to refer to contingent
events and their sensing actions. We associate to every ob-
servable contingent event x a boolean state variable svx that
is true when x can be observed. A sensing action for x is any
action that makes svx true, before and during the entire inter-
val of the expected occurrence time of x. An observable event
x is initially in XV if svx is unconditionally always true.

Let Ωπ = (XC , XI , XV (π), XH(π), C) be the POSTNU
corresponding to a plan π as defined in subsection 4.1. A con-
tingent event x is: (i) in XI if svx is always false and there is
no sensing action for x; (ii) in XV (π) if svx is true over the
interval of occurrence of x; (iii) in XH(π) otherwise.

Controllability checks are incrementally integrated in the
planning procedure. When a partial plan π is selected for ex-
pansion, NEEDEDOBS is run to determine whether π requires
additional observation to be made controllable. If it does, a
new flaw φ is introduced for π. φ has one resolver for every
minimal set of observations given by NEEDEDOBS. This re-
solver contains, for every event x in the observation set, an
assertion requiring svx to be true over the timespan of x.

When an assertion is added to a partial plan, an open goal
flaw is created: either (i) the assertion already holds or can
be made to hold with temporal or binding constraints, or (ii)
the assertion does not hold. The latter is handled by intro-
ducing a new enabling action, in our case a sensing action,



if one exists. Hence, the resolver ensures that all necessary
sensing actions end up in the plan. If multiple sensing actions
are available for an event, the planner’s search will branch on
this choice, as when solving an open goal.

This procedure adds incrementally the required sensing
actions while building the plan; it permits early backtracks
when dead-ends are encountered. For the sake of complete-
ness, NEEDEDOBS is extended to give another set of obser-
vations if the previous ones cannot be added to the plan.

Let us go back to the issue of chained contingencies. Con-
tingent points in a plan are usually the end points or the in-
termediate points of the agent own actions as well as the ex-
pected events to be triggered by the environment indepen-
dently of its actions. The expectations regarding the latter
are often known with respect to absolute time (e.g., peri-
odic events), which rule out chained contingencies. Expected
events, supposed to occur regardless of the agent activity, can
seldom be defined with respect to the end points of its actions.
Further, two consecutive actions cannot make a chained con-
tingency. Remains as a case of such contingencies intermedi-
ate and final points of actions. This case can be avoided by de-
composing the action or expressing the contingent constraints
with respect to the controllable point. If this is not convenient,
then NEEDEDOBS loses completeness but remains sound and
useful in practice. Finally let us note that for a network with
chained contingencies, if PODC is false even when all ob-
servables are assumed visible (case 1 in subsection 4.1), then
one can apply the filtering procedure of Moffitt [2007] to pos-
sibly confirm that this network is not controllable; but a neg-
ative output leaves the issue open.

A full presentation of FAPE and its performance is not
within the scope of this paper. However, to test our approach
beyond the results on random POSTNUs, we run it on FAPE
on a simple logistics domain that has n areas. In each area
several contingent events of different types occur. An event e
produces an effect that holds for a given amount of time. An
agent can: (i) move between the areas, (ii) observe the occur-
rence of events in its area, and (iii) handle an event by acting
during the period its effect holds. Each problem instance has
two agents and few tasks corresponding to events that need
be handled.

The planner is run on 192 randomly generated instances of
this domain. The typical solution involves a few move actions
of the agents and one handling action per task. A handled
event leads either to: (i) add a sensing action to observe this
event; (ii) add one or several sensing actions to observe earlier
events to provide enough information; or (iii) no sensing ac-
tion is needed. The planner is able to identify which of these
options is possible and choose a desirable one appropriately.

Figure 8 shows the runtime distribution to plan problems
having different number of tasks. More tasks result in more
actions in the final plan, which naturally increases planning
time. The planner spent on average 47.31%, and at most 68%,
of its processing time for identifying necessary observations.
Three problems were not solved for a timeout of 60 seconds.
On those problems, the limitation was the heuristic of the
planner that failed to provide sufficient guidance, since our
usual heuristics are not designed to assess the specifics of
partial observability. Beyond the quantitative measures, it is
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Figure 8: FAPE runtime distribution on 192 random instances
of a logistics domain with 8 to 200 contingent events (isolated
points are beyond the maximum plotted by R).

important to note that, with a reasonable overhead, the plan-
ner was able to incrementally identify the necessary obser-
vations to keep its plan dynamically controllable. More im-
portantly, this was done while maintaining and extending the
causal structure of the plan to support the required sensing
actions.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents a fairly comprehensive study of temporal
networks with partially observable contingent events. The dy-
namic controllability of STNUs assumes all contingent events
to be observable. In many domains they are not. However, the
agent can observe them if it takes adequate sensing actions,
hence if it plans for those actions.

We proposed a transformation of POSTNUs into STNUs to
determine their controllability using known DC-CHECK al-
gorithms. We formally proved PODC to be sound; it is com-
plete for an interesting subclass of networks. This advances
the state of the art with respect to the other known algorithm
[Moffitt, 2007] which cannot guarantee that a network is con-
trollable.

Building on PODC, we proposed NEEDEDOBS for find-
ing a minimal set of observations that makes a POSTNU con-
trollable. We developed an edge labelling mechanism that fo-
cuses NEEDEDOBS and demonstrated formally its main prop-
erty. Empirical tests show that NEEDEDOBS remains efficient
even on networks corresponding to large plans.

We showed how the proposed approach can be integrated
incrementally to a temporal planner. The required extensions
to a constraint-based hierarchical planner were briefly dis-
cussed, together with empirical results of our implementation
in a domain designed for testing our POSTNU approach.

Finally, we believe that this paper opens an interesting re-
search perspective regarding partial observability, beyond our
present focus on its use in temporal plans. Indeed, classi-
cal models of partially observable dynamic systems consider
only two categories of variables: invisible and observable.
Our partition in three categories is essential in most domains,
since visibility is also a dynamic property.
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